In June, 1924, his "phantoms" saw to it — with their usual irony — that while dying of STARVATION, he would be correcting the galley-proofs of an astonishing masterwork called ...
In the last few decades, the interest in professional hunger-artistry has greatly diminished. Once the whole town came out to see the hunger-artist. Some even bought season tickets, and at night the scene was bathed in the light of torches.

Groups of professional watchers, usually butchers, were sent to watch him, in case he had some secret cache of nourishment. But, during his fast the artiste would never, even under compulsion, swallow the smallest bit of food; his professional honor forbade it. He alone knew what the others didn't: fasting was the easiest thing in the world.
THE PERIOD OF FASTING WAS SET BY HIS IMPRESARIO AT
FORTY DAYS MAXIMUM, BECAUSE AFTER THAT TIME THE PUB-
LIC BEGAN TO LOSE INTEREST. SO, ON THE FORTIETH DAY, WITH
AN EXCITED CROWD FILLING THE ARENA AND A MILITARY BAND
PLAYING, TWO YOUNG LADIES CAME TO LEAD THE HUNGER-ARTIST
OUT OF HIS CASE. WHEN THIS HAPPENED HE ALWAYS PUT UP
SOME RESISTANCE...WHY STOP AFTER ONLY FORTY DAYS? WHY
SHOULD THEY TAKE FROM HIM THE GLORY OF FASTING EVEN LONGER, OF SURPASSING EVEN HIMSELF TO REACH
UNIMAGINABLE HEIGHTS, FOR HE SAW HIS ABILITY TO GO ON FASTING AS UNLIMITED!
Then came the feast, with the impresario trying to spoonfeed the nearly comatose hunger-artist, all the while chatting cheerfully in order to distract attention from his condition.

After that there was even a toast to the audience, supposedly suggested by the hunger-artist himself in a whisper to the impresario.
He lived this way for many years, honored by all the world, yet troubled in his soul, deeply frustrated that they would not allow his fasting to exceed forty days. He spent most of his time in a gloomy mood, and when some kind-hearted person would try to explain that his depression was the result of the fasting, he would sometimes fly into a rage and begin rattling the bars of his cage like an animal.
Time went by people became interested in other amusements, and were revolted by professional fasting. The Hunger-Artist could not change jobs, fanatically devoted to fasting as he was. So, discharging the impresario, he hired himself out to a large circus, where his cage was put outside, near those of the animals.
The little sign showing the number of days pasted had not been changed for some time. The staff could no longer be bothered with even this small task.

No one, not even the hunger artist himself, knew how great his achievement was, and his heart grew heavy, and when, from time to time, a passerby stopped to make fun of the old figure, accusing him of fraud, it was the cruellest lie that indifference and malice could contrive...

One day...

Why is this perfectly good cage allowed to stand around unused, full of rotten straw??
HE'S STILL IN THERE!

YOU STILL FASTING? AIN'T YOU EVER GOING TO STOP??

OF COURSE WE FORGIVE YOU!

I ALWAYS WANTED PEOPLE TO ADMIRE MY FASTING...

FORGIVE ME...

WE DO ADMIRE IT!

YOU SHOULDN'T...

WELL, ALRIGHT, WE DON'T ADMIRE IT, BUT WHY SHOULDN'T WE ADMIRE IT?

...BECAUSE I HAVE NO CHOICE... I HAVE TO FAST...

YOU HAVE NO CHOICE? WHY DON'T YOU HAVE ANY CHOICE?
BECAUSE...BECAUSE I COULD NEVER FIND ANY FOOD I LIKED... IF I HAD FOUND ANY, BELIEVE ME, I WOULDN'T HAVE MADE ALL THIS FUSS! I'D HAVE STUFFED MYSELF THE SAME AS YOU OR ANYBODY ELSE.

THESE WERE HIS LAST WORDS, BUT IN HIS BROKEN EYES ONE COULD SEE THE FIRM, IF NO LONGER, PROUD, CONVICTION THAT HE WAS FASTING STILL...

ALRIGHT, CLEAN UP THIS MESS...

HEY BURIED THE HUNGER-ARTIST TOGETHER WITH THE STRAW INTO HIS CAGE THEY NOW PUT A YOUNG PANTHER...
Even the most thick-skinned people were relieved to see this wild creature throwing himself about in the cage that had so long been so miserable, without any afterthought his keepers brought him all the foods he liked best.

He seemed not even to miss his freedom. His noble body, filled out to bursting with all it needed, carried freedom around with it, as if held in its jaws, and the life force came so passionately from his thorax that the spectators could hardly bear the sight of it. But they braced themselves, crowded round the cage, and did not want to move away.